Fix Redmi Note 9 Pro Stuck On MIUI Logo

How to fix Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 Pro stuck on logo without losing your data.

Written By: ZFix
INTRODUCTION

[video: https://youtu.be/AysIeS0p32E]

TOOLS:

- Heavy-Duty Suction Cups (Pair) (1)
- Spudger (1)
- Phillips #0 Screwdriver (1)
- Tweezers (1)
**Step 1 — Back cover removal**

- Warm up the device to soften the adhesive.
- To separate the back cover, use plastic tools, playing cards, isopropyl alcohol and a suction cup.

**Step 2 — motherboard plastics shield**

- Remove all Phillips screws.
- Now you can remove the motherboard plastic shield.
Step 3 — Main cameras removal

- Disconnect the battery.
- Disconnect all cameras flex cables (x4) and remove it.
- Now test the device without camera.

Step 4

- If the phone start normally, check and clean main camera connectors.
- Check all conductive adhesive tapes and recover them.
- Now you are ready to assemble the device.

To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.